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transitions in ruby at T = 77•K (the spin-lattice relaxation time T 1 = 50 ~J,sec, the lifetime of the level
E is "'5 msec ), we can show that it is impossible
to obtain a steady-state negative temperature between the levels E 1 and E 2• The negative temperature observed in our experiments, and the generation associated with it, are caused by nonstationary
processes. Calculations show that generation cannot proceed for longer than 2-3 T1.
In the ideal case, if the spin-lattice relaxation
process is neglected, it is possible to find the maximum energy that our three level system is able to
radiate: it is Nhv/6. For our specimen with a
chromium ion concentration of "'0.05%, this energy is "'2.5 erg. Since generation lasts "' 150
1-J.Sec, the maximum radiation power should not
exceed 1. 7 m W. The generated power observed
in the experiment indicates the large role of relaxation processes.
1 Devor,

D'Haenens, and Asawa, Phys. Rev.
Letters 8, 432 (1962).
Translated by K. F. Hulme
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which BiFe03 is a ferroelectric antiferromagnet,
and LaFe03 is antiferromagnetic with weak ferromagnetism. C7J The usual ceramic techniques were
used to synthesize the samples. X-ray analysis of
the samples at room temperature showed that a
complete series of solid solutions with the perovskite structure is formed over the entire concentration range. These solid solutions exist in four
modifications, depending on the LaFe03 content
(in mole percent): up to 18.8-rhombohedral; from
18.8 to 55-pseudomonoclinic I (PMI); from 55 to
73-pseudomonoclinic II (PMII); above 73-pseudomonoclinic III (PMIII).
The magnetic measurements were carried out
by the Faraday method from room temperature to
5oo•c in fields up to 8 kOe. The samples of all
compositions demonstrated unusual magnetic properties.
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of
the magnetization a(t) for different samples of
the system in a field of 7600 Oe. Similar results
for the magnetic susceptibility of BiFe03 as a
function of temperature have been obtained by
Smolenski! et al. [BJ
In Fig. 2, besides the lines of the phase transition in this system (of which more will be said
below), is presented the dependence of the roomtemperature spontaneous magnetization a0 on the
composition of the samples.
The presence of spontaneous magnetization in
the compositions with 12.5, 15, and 17.5% LaFe03 ,
as well as in all investigated samples in the three
pseudomonoclinic regions and the similarity between the magnetization vs. temperature curves
for these compositions and the like curves for the
weak ferromagnet LaFe0 3, is evidence that all
these samples are also antiferromagnets with
weak ferromagnetism.
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compound BiFe03 is ferroelectric with a
Curie temperature Tc "' 85o•c and antiferromagnetic with type G magnetic structure and Neel
point TN "' 38o•c. [i-4] The attention of a number
of investigators [S,S] has been turned recently toward a new class of substances combining ferroelectric and special magnetic properties and thereby having great scientific and practical interest.
Complex investigations (x-ray, dielectric, and
magnetic ) of binary systems of compounds which
to some degree or other combine special dielectric and magnetic properties are of great value
for a thorough study of these phenomena.
The present paper describes results of such an
investigation of the system BiFe03 -LaFe03, in
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the specific magnetization of samples of the system BiFe03 -LaFe0 3 in a field of
7600 Oe. The numbers on the curves indicate the LaFe03 content in mole %. The scale on the right is for compositions
containing 20, 40, 70, and 90 mole % LaFe0 3 •
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The following very interesting regions can be
distinguished in the phase diagram: up to 18.8%
/[/[/[/
O.!lfJ
LaFe0 3 the ferroelectric properties are combined
!/[/[/
Paraelectric
fJ.8fJ
with
weak ferromagnetism, and in the region from
8(}(}
+ paramagnetic
«'
18.8 to 55% LaFe0 3 antiferroelectricity coexists
~~0,7(}
0.40
with weak ferromagnetism, and the coexistence of
electrical and magnetic ordering takes place in a
wide interval of temperatures higher than room
temperature. It should be emphasized that the
{/,!(}
sharp rise in spontaneous magnetization at the
boundary between the rhombohedral and pseudomonoclinic I modifications with the transition from
the
ferroelectric to the antiferroelectric phase
FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the system BiFe03 -LaFe0 3 and
seems to us to be not accidental, but indicative of
the dependence of the spontaneous magnetization at 20° C on
the composition of the samples (FE- ferroelectric region,
some interaction between the special dielectric
AFE- antiferro-electric, WFM- weakly ferromagnetic); *- apand special magnetic states.
proximate value of the spontaneous magnetization of LaFe0 3
It is natural to expect coupling, since both charat 20° C from the data of [•).
acteristics depend strongly on the very same factor
-the interatomic spacings. The existence of this
The spontaneous magnetizations of the sample
coupling was theoretically predicted by Smolenski!,
of 10% LaFe03 and of pure BiFe0 3 were found to
[ 10] and the experimental results cited earlier [ 5, 6 ]
be commensurate within the limits of experimental
are evidence for it.
error-(8-9) x 10-3 G cm 3/g. However, because
A more detailed exposition of the results of the
of the presence of a sharp maximum in the temx-ray, dielectric, and magnetic investigations and
perature dependence of the magnetization for these
a discussion of them will be given in the journal
compositions and the existence of spontaneous mag"Kristallografiya" (Soviet Phys. Crystallography).
netization in samples of the rhombohedral modifiThe authors thank Prof. A. A. Borovik-Romanov,
cation, to which belong also both the 10% LaFe03
N. M. Kre1nes, and V. I. Smirnov for valuable disand pure BiFe0 3 , we conclude that these samples
cussions and comments.
also are weakly ferromagnetic.
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line for the transition from a state with antiferromagnetic ordering to a paramagnetic state.
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